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At 2l00 on March 14, 1989, with Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 operating at 0% power in a
COLD SHUTDGUN condition, an Instrument Air (IA) boundary check valve was determined by 1

test to allow excessive back-leakage. The test was being conducted as part of an
ongoing investigation to identify IA leaks. 'The cause of the valve failure was due to ,

material wear causing a poot seating surface. The root cause of this event was the !

valve type being inappropriate for its intended application. Subsequently, the check
valve was isolated and a new flow path was initiated.

During a Loss of Coolant Accident condition, the check valve failure could have
led to a loss of the Salt Water (SW) System resulting in the loss of Component Cooling
Water and Service Water Sp tems. The SW air compressors start upon receipt of a Safety ,

Injection Actuation Signal. Subsequently, the IA compressors are unloaded and the IA |

header pressure decays. The boundary check valves isolate the IA header from the SW IA
header which supplier essential loads such as the SW heat exchanger discharge control :
valves. These valves must be throttled during recirculation mode to prevent SW pump j

run-out. The failure of the IA check valve would have resulted in the inability to
)throttle the SW control valves.

Corrective actions will include: installing a new check valve that is better
suited for its intended use; testing two additional IA check valves on Unit 1; testing
Unit 2 IA System for similar problems; and completing actions required by our response
to Ceneric Letter 88-14.
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I. Dr:SCRIPTION OF EVENT

At 2100 on March 14, 1989, with Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 operating at 0%
power in MODE 5 (i.e., COLD SHUTDOWN with K < 0.99 and T
test using Engineering Test Procedure (ETP 80 f5) determined t$a$ 200 F), a#

t an excessive
amoun' >f back-leakage existed through an Instrument Air (IA) boundary check * |

Ivalve.(IA-650). This ETP was being performed as the result of a continuing
investigation to determine the source (s) of pressure losses in the IA System.
A report of the test findings was made to the Shift Supervisor, but the
condition was determined not to be reportable per 10 CFR 50.72 at this time.
The test findings were turned over to Engineering to investigate the possible
consequences of the check valve failure and for determining deportability.

The event discovered on March 14, 1989, was preceded by a partial loss of
IA which occurred on Unit 1 on December 20, 1988. The Unit was operating at
100% power when a Low IA Headcr Pressure Alarm (90 psig) was received. As IA !

pressure continued to drop, the plant air to IA cross-connect valve
(IA-2061-CV) opened at approximately 82 psig. The Control Room Operator (CRO) !

then started No. 11 and No. 12 Salt Water Air Compressors (SWAC) to help make
up air. Operations personnel found No. 11 IA compressor in the off position
awaiting post-maintenance testing; the compressor was switched to the start
position. Instrument Air header pressure continued to drop and, at 75 psig,
the IA to Containment nonessential loads valve (IA-2085-CV) shut as designed.
When IA header pressure dropped to 70 psig, a Low Feedwater Regulating Valve ;

Pneumatic Pressure Alarm was received. The CR0 took over manual feedwater '

control using No. 11 feedwater regulating valve bypass valve controller

(LIC-1105) to stabilize No. 11 Steam Generator (SC) level. During this time,
operations personnel discovered the source of Lhe air leak to be the No. 11 IA
dryer. The dryer was subsequently bypassed and isolated. Instrument Air
header pressure began to rise and the Low IA Header Pressure Alarm cleared.
This sequence of events took approximately three minutes. Within the next 11
minutes, all the alarms were cleared and the Unit was placed back into a
normal operating configuration.

A subsequent investigation of the partial loss of IA determined the event
to be caused by the failure of No. 11 IA dryer's tower outlet check valve
(IA-150). The valve disk and seat were worn out after three years service.
The leak rate allowed IA header pressure to bleed down such that the plant air
cross-connect could not restore pressure. However, once the SWACs were
started, adequate pressure should have been supp:ied quickly enough to
maintain header pressure at greater than 75 psig in the Containment. It was

decided to test the ability of the SWACs to meet the required loads in the
Containment at the next Unit shutdown.

On February 15, 1989, an ETP (ETP 89-11) was performed to determine the
air flow leak rate into the Containment. The leak rate detected did not
account for the inability of the SWACs to maintain pressure in the partial
loss of IA event.
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On March' 14, 1989, as mentioned previously, ETP 89-15 was performed. The
purpose of the ETP was to test Salt Water (SW) Air System capacity and leakage
through the Safety-Related (Essential loads) to Non-Safety-Related
(Nonessential loads) boundary check valves. Seven out of nine boundary check j

valves and seven accumulator check valves were tested for leakage. It was i

then discovered that IA-650 experienced excessive back-leakage. Two of the
,

boundary check valves were not tested because of a concern for adversely I

impacting shutdown cooling capabilities with Unit 1 operating in Mode 5.
However, both of these valves had been bench tested before being installed in
April 1987. Bench testing included simulated gradual and sudden pressure
losses that the check valve could experience. Nine of the check valves that
were tested satisfactorily, as mentioned above, were of the same type and age.
Therefore, we have a high level of confidence that these check valves are
operating satisfactorily.

On March 17, 1989, the old IA 650 check valve was replaced with a new
similar check valve and two manual isolation valves. The new check valve was
then local leak rate tested (LLRT) and failed to meet our test acceptance
criteria. The check valve was then disassembled, cleaned, reassembled, and. !

retested. It failed the test again, but by a smaller margin. The new leak
rate was not enough to exceed the capabilities of the SWAC, but it was decided
to leave IA 650 isolated until a more suitable check valve could be identified
and ordered for replacement. In the meantime, essential loads to the !
Containment IA header would be supplied by the IA compressors via another i

normally available alternate path-.

After the completion of an investigation by Engineering personnel to ,

determine the effects of the boundary check valve (IA-650) failure, the event
was determined to be reportable at 1330 on March 24, 1989. The results were
then discussed with the Shift Supervisor and a Four-Hour Report, per
10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(iii)(D), was made to the NRC Operations Center at 1450.
At approximately 1800, the Plant Operations and Safety Review Committee
(POSRC) was briefed on the event. POS2C concurred that the IA System was
operating in a safe condition with IA-650 isolated. It was also decided to

provide an additional pathway for supplying the Containment IA header that is
normally supplied through IA-650. The Containment header will now be supplied
through IA-730 by opening normally c1.osed valve IA-728 in the AFW IA piping.
This section of AFW IA piping assures a path to the Containment IA header
that uses all piping (3/4 inch nominal size or greater); the other alternate
pathway contained some tubing (3/8 or 1/2 inch outside diameter). This change
was made to assure adequate compliance with piping requirements discussed in
the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report.

On March 25, 1989, the SW IA System was again tested by ETP 89-15 with
the new configuration, and tested satisfactorily. This included leak testing
of check valve IA-730, which became a boundary check valve as a result of the
new valve configuration. See Figures A and B for a simplified diagram of the
normal IA valve lineup and the currently modified IA valve lineup,
respectively.
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II. CAUSE OF EVENT

The primary cause of the partial loss of IA event on December 20, 1988,
was the failure of No. 11 IA dryer's No. 11A tower outlet check valve IA-150.
The check valve failed to seat properly due to the wear pattern of the flapper
and swing hinge material.

The cause of the event discovered on March 14, 1989, was the failure of
check valve IA-650 to seat properly, thereby allowing Salt Water Air to leak
into the nonessential piping and components of the IA System which would be
depressurized during a LOCA condition. The original check valve failed due to
material wear causing a poor seating surface. The repair and leak testing of
the similar replacement check valve has shown that the valve type was
inappropriately chosen for its intended application. The existing check valve
is primarily designed to function with a higher header pressure (i.e., about
250 psig instead of an actual operating pressure of 100 psig) and uses a hard .

Iseat and disk. The check valve needs the higher differential pressure and
rapid flow reversal to assure an airtight closure. This valve will be
replaced with a different check valve better suited for its intended use.
Therefore, the root cause of this event was the valve type being
inappropriately chosen for its intended application.

III. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

Early in 1974, it was shown by Unit 1 Salt Water (SW) System
pre-operational test results, calculations for design flow requirements, and ,

pump data that adequate flow could be supplied to all components during all !

modes of operation. However, it was also determined that SW would have to be
throttled during every mode of operation and event except for the Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) before recirculation (See Table A). If throttling is

not provided, the SW pumps may run out to the point where the available Net
Positive Suction Head (NPSH) is lower than that required. Calculations
indicate that 23,000 gpm is approximately the point where available NPSH
equals required NPSH. The SW pumps will run out to 28,000 gpm without
discharge throttling. As a result, the SW Heat Exchanger (HX) discharge
control valves air supply was modified and the SWACs, associated equipment and
piping were added to the IA System. These modifications to Unit I were
completed in July 1974.

On receipt of a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS), both SWACs
automatically start to provide a backup source of air to the SW HX discharge
control valves (CV-5206, 5208, 5210, 5212). This feature is required because
the IA System air compressors are secured shortly after a SIAS. The IA
compressors can be restarted only after SRW is restored to the Turbine
Building and SIAS is reset.

*''E' ' ~
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All of the nonessential and the essential loads (including the SW control
valves) of the IA System are separated by boundary check valves except for
Containment loads. Containment loads are separated by an automatic
air-controlled isolation' valve (CV-2085). Upon receipt of SIAS, the SWACs
will supply air only to the essential loads when the IA header pressure
decreases sufficiently to close the boundary check valves. The failure of one
of these boundary check valves during a LOCA condition could lead to the total
loss of IA because of the limited capacity of the SWACs.

Therefore, it can be postulated that Unit 1 could have been placed into
an unsafe operating condition given the following conditions. The worst-case
scenario is a LOCA with concurrent loss of all offsite power. With the loss
of offsite power, the SWACs would not start immediately upon receipt of SIAS,
but would start according to the Diesel Generator sequencer. The IA
compressors would be unloaded and header pressure would decay due to excessive
back-leakage through the boundary check valve IA-650. This would render the
SW air system inoperable. Each of the four SW RX discharge control valves
would still have actuated to its initial required position before
recirculation. (See Table A). This is because all of the control valves have
local accumulators that provide a source of operating air on a loss of IA.
However, the accumulators are only designed to support a limited number of
valve strokes. A constant source of air (e.g. , SWACs) is required to throttle

,

the control valves. As the LOCA progresses into the recirculation mode, !

required NPSH for the SW pumps would exceed available NPSH. Although the
pumps have been operated at 28,000 gpm with no physical signs of cavitation,
prolonged operation at this flow rate could eventually lead to pump run out.
This would result in loss of the SW System and the subsequent loss of
Component Cooling Water (CCW) and Service Water (SRW) Systems. This scenario
assumes no operator action to mitigate the consequences of losing IA or
offsite power.

This postulated event is reportable, as required under 10 CFR 50.73(a)
(2)(v)(D), for a condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of
a safety function of a system that is needed to mitigate the consequences of
an accident. This condition was discovered as a result of the ETF on March ,

14, 1989; however, the event was not determined to be reportable until March {
24, 1989. The event date when the boundary check valve IA-650 became j
inoperable (i.e., when the check valve began leaking at a rate such that the j
SWACs could not have performed its safety function) is indeterminable because |

such testing was not required, There were no other components or systems
which contributed to this event. No plant systems or other component failures
resulted from this event. j

1

Assuming the above scenario, the Control Room would receive a Salt Water {
Header Low Pressure Alarm. An operator would then be sent to investigate the |
cause. Upon determining that the SW pumps were cavitating, the operator would j
be instructed to manually throttle the SW pump discharge valves (SW-104, 108, '

112, and 114) to prevent run-out of the affected SW pumps. The pump discharge
valves are accessible in the Intake Structure during a LOCA condition,

j NaCPooM o .u. . cro, nn-seawww
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In addition, our original submittal for proposing the SW modification in-
March 26, 1974, discussed the ability of an operator to perform the above
corrective actions. However, this approach was dropped and the automatic
features in use today were installed. We believe that these actions would
have been taken even without an explicit procedure and therefore, there is
adequate assurance that the safety of the plant and the public was not
significantly compromised by this event.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ,

Corrective actions taken as a result of the partial loss of air on
December 20, 1988, include: !

1o Immediate actions were to bypass and isolate the No. 11 IA dryer.

o Both tower cutlet check valves (IA-150 and 152), as well as the-
repressurization valve were replaced with similar valves. The actuator
for No. 11 purge valve (IA-2074-CV) was rebuilt. All check valves, ,

solenoid valves, and switching functions were inspected and verified )
operable prior to returning No. 11 dryer to service,

An Engineering Test Procedure was developed to verify the SW Air Systemo
operability including SWAC capacity. This is the same test that
discovered IA-650 was back-leaking,

o Feedwater regulating valves currently fail-as is on the loss of IA. An
investigation has been initiated to evaluate the need for reducing the
fail-as-is function setpoint and any alternatives,

o Construction, testing and operation of a Nitrogen backup for IA will be
accomplished.

A Reliability Centered Maintenance evaluation has been conducted to findo
a method (e.g., replacement, upgrading, periodic maintenance or
inspection) for improving IA dryer performance.

Corrective actions taken as a result of the event discovered on March 14,
1989, include:

o Immediate action was taken to isolate the leaking boundary check valve

(IA-650).

|
o An additional pathway for IA compressors supplying air to Containment

| essential loads was established through normally isolated AFW piping. It

was verified by safety analysis and POSRC review that the SW air system'

was placed into a safe operating configuration.
.
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o A new check valve will be identified and purchased to replace the

existing one. The new valve will be chosen to ensure that its design

fits its intended use.

The two Unit 1 boundary check valves that we were unable to leak testo
will be tested as part of our Generic Letter 88-14 effort discussed

;~ 'below, a
'

?

The Unit 2 IA System will be-tested to identify any similar problems.o
Repairs will be made as necessary.

NRC Generic Letter 88-14, " Instrument Air Supply Problems Affecting
Safety-Related Equipment" was recently issued. The Generic Letter requested
that we. perform a design and operations verification of our IA System. Our ;

plan was submitted to NRC on February 17, 1989, and supplemented on March 10, j

1989. These submittals discuss our plans for IA testing, performance
'

evaluations, design verification and system enhancements.

V. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

There have been no previous similar events at Calvert Cliffs which
involved the ability of IA to supply essential loads because of boundary check
valve failure.

The two-inch lift check valve that was discovered inoperable on March 14, {
1989, is manufactured by Vogt, model SWB6083. The newly installed check valve i

that failed to pass the LLRT is also manufactured by Vogt, model SWB9091.
Calvert Cliffs tested this valve under operating conditions (i.e., flow and ;

pressure) which were not the vendor's intended application.
'
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Identification of components referred to in this LER are:

IEEE 803 IEEE 805
Component EIIS Funct System ID

IA Check Valve (IA-650) V LD

..IA Cross Connect Valve (IA-206-CV) ISV LD

No. 11 and 12 SWACs CMP LD
,

1

iNo, 11 IA Compressor CMP LD

No. 11 FW Bypass Valve Controller (LIC-1105) TC JB

No. IlA Dryer DRY LD

Tower Outlet Check Valves (IA-150, 152) V LD

No. 11 and 12 Salt Water Pumps P NN

Accumulators ACC LD

SW Control Valves (CV-5206, 5208, 5210, 5212) V NN

SW Discharge Valves (SW-104, 108, 112, 114) V NN

Diesel Generator Sequencer - EK

!
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L
TABLE A

,

Heat Exchanger GIX) Discharge Control Valve Position
|f
1 .

.

LOCA Before LOCA AfterI HX Discharge
. Control Valve Normal Recirculation Recirculation

CCW : CV-5206 Throttle Closed Throttie

CV-5208 Throttle Closed Throttle

SRW : CV-5210 Throttle Open Throttle

CV-5212 Throttle Open' Throttle

e

i

)

1
4

'
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Firure A

Simplified Diagram of Salt Water Instrument Air System

homal Valve Configuration
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Firure B

Simplified Diagram of Salt Water Instrument Air System

Current Valve Configuration j
l
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Apfil 12, l9'89

U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50-317
Document Control Desk License No. DPR 53
Washington, DC' 20555

Dear Sirs:

The' attached'LER 89-005 is being sent to you as required by 10 CFR 50.73.

Should you have any . questions regarding this report, we would be pleased to
discuss them with you.

Very,truly yours,

..

b I^
/j - j w

. B.: Russell i

Manager-Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Department

LBR:GLB;tls

cc: William T. Russell
Director, Office of Management Information

, and Program Control
'

Messrs: G. C. Creel
L. B. Russell
C. H. Cruse
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